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About This Game

Fugue in Void is a walking sim where you explore all kinds of mysterious places and dive into a world full of atmosphere. This
simulation focuses on stunning architectural spaces and texture transitions.

The perfect break from all those action packed games out there.

Warning: This game purposely has no saving system. The experience should be done in one walk-through. Take your time.
Close the curtains and use headphones.

Gameplay

The game starts with a 10 minute intro. After the intro you are given control and able to start moving around in the environment.
Take your time in exploring the various spaces and music.
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15 minutes in and I love this game already. It's like the lovechild of Gauntlet and Golden Axe that I wish my Sega Saturn had.
Also, and this is the first time that I think I have ever been able to truly say this about a game, Carl Orff is rolling over in his
grave......with giggles probably. Great stuff.. Classic Genesis RPG, worth the 3 bucks on its own easily. But also consider the
classic pack 4, there is a lot of games of value in that little pack as well. Either way, pick up this game if you like strategy rpgs.
If you have played Final Fantasy Tactics, this is kind of along the roots of where that developed from.. I really liked this game!
There are a lot of pathways you can take, and the government elite route poses a difficult challenge! The only negative is that I
found it very frustrating to restart after I found myself cornered in a situation with no money and no reputation points, and no
way to advance. I could have loaded a previous safe file but I would have had to go very far back into the story. I'm not sure how
many hours I could put in, considering it is a pain to restart and go through the introductions over and over again, but exploring
the game for the first few times was a great experience. Especially for under $2! Definitely check it out! :). Beautiful
animationa and a fun and enjoyable story, great for fans or WAKFU or those just looking for a short and entertaining movie..
Simple but really adictive, first levels just for babies but as soon as you reach level 7 or more, you have to think carefully.... No
mouse as controller option.. i almost peed myself. Great FPS with fun puzzles and obstacles throughout the game that always
keep you on your toes. I love the aliens and the suspenseful story it's amazing and a great attention getter. 10\/10!
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why did i get this game. Great rig. It does pretty much resemble the SD-45 with looks and the features like doors and windows
opening and the Gyra light. Sounds are good but what you expect from DTG. There is a slight glare on the 2,4,8 & 10 o'clock
postions on the speedo being a white back. It may be hard to see the speedo. The other thing that I don't like to muc but not a
big deal is the "Class" lights only light up in white and don't have the option for red which is good when it's a rear DPU. Engine
seens a bit low in volume but maybe it's just my speakers. Number lights have a individual switch for the front and rear.

It's a fantastic train but honestly it's pretty much a SD-45 with some slight differences. I would recommend this. I would
recommend this even more if you get it when it's on sale.. Sorry to say but for 30 seconds of entertainment \u00a33.50 is not
worth it.. This dlc including 4 Songs with Flac \/ Wav formats OR CD quality!

Is this worth the price?

hell yes!. it sucks its a first person driving session and in the session YOUR NOT EVEN DRIVING THE FLYING
SCOTSMAN its a diesel. I gotta say, it's glitchy as all hell, and the AI is SO bad!

But! If there's some people behind this that are willing to put some time into it.. This game could be fun as hell.

I don't play a ton of VR games, but the left joystick movement in this is heaps better than say the teleport movement in Robo-
whatever. The right joystick is for rotating direction, and it shuddered for me. The range of your shots are unrealistically short
as well.

I played for ~10 mins, and I was having a blast.

I grew up playing paintball, and the original Greg Hastings game was the 'Tony Hawk Pro Skater' of our sport. About as good as
it's going to get anyway. I say polish this sucker up.

'If you make it, they will come.'. Was cleaning out my installs and remembered this bad boy. It's terrible, period. It's not even
funny in a "haha this is so terrible" kind of way. No, it's horrendous. Avoid, avoid, avoid.
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